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Fr. Francis FE. Fenton

John PaulIll is a formal heretic and, consequently, heis
@J not even a Roman Catholic, much less a valid Pope.
This fact, I submit, has been conclusively established in

recent years in several truly traditional Roman Catholic

publications. That being the case, it is not the purpose
of this article to offer any further proof of the obvious.
The following partial list of items relating to John Paul I
is given simply as a sort of background for the body of
the article:

 

(1) From the very beginning of his tenure as

Pope,” John Paul II has promoted in word and deed

the manifestly heretical position on religious liberty

of Vatican Council II; (2) in 1983, he praised the

abominable Martin Luther; (3) in 1984, in

Switzerland, he stated that the Church of the past no

longer exists; (4) in 1986, he convoked and

presided over the infamous “ecumenical” gathering

of the world’s religions at Assisi, Italy; (5) in 1986,

in India, he gave at least implicit approval to pagan

religious rites and “evangelized” by quoting the anti-

Christian Mahatma Ghandi; (6) in April, 1989, in

Rome, he publicly expressed his hope that national

armies could one day be transformed into a support

force for a “world authority” and “international

solidarity.” The coming One World Order? What

else?; (7) he meets annually with the Trilateral

Commission, one of the most powerful organizations

on the world scene promoting the New World Order:

(8) as noted occasionally in past issues of The

Athanasian (but well worth repeating), he has never,

to my knowledge, even mentioned, much less

condemned, Communism or Freemasonry duringall

the years in which he has headed the Conciliar

Church; and has he ever, in any talk or statement he

has ever made, so much as hinted that the Roman

Catholic Church is the one true Church, the Mystical

Bodyof Christ? (Credit is given for most of the items

cited in this paragraph to Mr. Dennis D’Amico’s
publication, The Narrow Path!)

Although scores of examples could readily be added, the
above brief statements should suffice for the purposes of
this article. How can any intelligent and honorable

Catholic layman, who is acquainted with the words and
deeds of John PaulII over the past eleven anda halfyears,
fail to look upon him with grave suspicion at least? And
how can anypriest, who received a thoroughlytraditional
seminary education and whois familiar with the record of
Jonn PaulII, fail to recognize him for what he is: a formal
heretic and, hence, a bogus Pope? And yet, despite the
overwhelming case that can be and has been made against
his authenticity, this impostorin papal garbis still actually
believed to be the Vicar of Christ (the very thoughtis
appalling) not only by multitudes of members ofthe
Conciliar Church but by conservative publications and

organizations and societies as well — The Society of Saint

Pius X, Tridentine Rite Conference, The Remnant, The
Wanderer, New Jersey Catholic News, The Angelus, to
name a few. All of these are, of course, in the Conciliar
Church since they have never repudiated that Church and
since they acknowledge its head as a valid Pope.

A sedevacantist is a person whofirmly believes that John
Paul II is not a true Pope and that the Chair of Peteris
currently vacant. It follows, then, that one holding that
position likewise believes that the Conciliar Church is not
the Roman Catholic Church but is rather just one more
false religion. (It is not conceivable that the one true
Church of Christ could have a proven counterfeit Pope as
its supreme head.) And so the question: May one whois a
convinced sedevacantist attend the Mass of a priest
(however devout, sincere, conservative he may well be)
who is a member of the Society of Saint Pius X or the
Tridentine Rite Conference or some similar organization
or group? My promptreply is “No.” How can there be
any other logical answer? If a priest is a member of a.
non-Catholic Church, there can be, I submit, no
justification for a sedevacantist to attend the Mass ofthat
priest. It just can’t be otherwise. Either a person is a
Roman Catholic or he is not — and the only authentic
Roman Catholics today are, I am thoroughly convinced,
the sedevacantists. Indeed, there is nothing about whichI
feel more keenly and have a stronger conviction than this,
that John PaulII is a bogus Pope. Nor can I imagine any
more vital and more urgent matter here and now than the
unmasking of this man who is no morethe Vicar of Christ
than Gorbachevis.



But howis it, | ask myself, that both the fraudulence of

John Paul Tf as a true Pope and the overwhelming

influence for evil which he wields on the world scene —

how is it that these realities are so crystal clear to some

priests and laymen and yet apparently all but nonexistent

to the vast majority? Well, while there is no bianket

explanation of this which would be applicable to all, [ know

of no answer which would be complimentary to any of that

yast majority. As a specific example of what | am trying to

say, consider the bishops and priests of the Society of

Saint Pius X. They are, I take for granted, intelligent,

devout, dedicated men. Further, they are, I assume,as well

informed as I am regarding the Conciliar Church and John

Paul IL. But if that assumption is correct, how can they in

conscience remain aligned to that Church and continue to

acknowledge the phony John PaulI] as a valid Pope? This

is beyond my comprehension. What more evidence do

they need that that Church is not the Roman Catholic

Church and that John Paul II is a non-Pope? How long

more will it be, if ever, before they (and other similar

quasi-traditional priests) face up to those stark realities

and act accordingly? The same applies, of course, to those

members of the laity affiliated with the priests to whom I

refer, those good men and women who erroneously

suppose that they are traditional Roman Catholics even

thoughthey belong to a non-Catholic Church headed by a

non-Pope. How preposterous!

One of the predominant concerns shared by both those

who are genuine traditionalists and by those who think

they are is the widespread lack of unity among the various

groups and factions that may be said to comprise the

traditionalist movement (an umbrella term so broad as to

be practically meaningless). In the relatively sizable

amount of letters that I receive, the subject of traditional

disunity is an ever recurring theme. Thatit is a source of

distress to many is understandable. For a numberofyears,

in my replies to such letters I would, while expressing my

similar concern regardingthesituation, invariably observe

that, short of an act of God, I could see no solution to this

admittedly grave and sorrowful matter. Quite recently,

however, I have come up with the answer to the problem,

one which would not require a miracle (or would it?) and

which should have occurred to me much sooner. And that

answer or solution is that all those conservative, quasi-

traditionalists do their homework on the subject of John

Paul Il and then, if and when convincedof the truth of the

sedevacantist position, join the ranks of the sedevacantists.

And I am deadly serious in making this suggestion for|

most honestly believe, as I have stated in previous issues of

this newsletter, that not even a beginning can be made

towards a resolution of the Church problem unless and

until John Paul Il is first effectively unmasked and the

truth about him becomessufficiently widely known. To the

extent that this can be accomplished, to that extent wiil

the ranks of the sedevacantists increase and,

consequently, their influence.

And so, real traditional Roman Catholic unity, I submit, is

to be sought andis attainable in one place only — and that

is in sedevacantism. The Roman Catholic Church, then,is

found and exists, not (as I held for so long) in traditional

Catholicism in general but specifically and exclusively in

sedevacantism. Notonlyis it in the sedevacantist position

alone that sound, uncompromising traditional unity is to

be realized but it is in sedevacantism a/one wherein exists

the one true Church. In other words, whoever or whatever

is, directly or indirectly, affiliated with John Paul II andhis

Conciliar Church is not Roman Catholic. And so what’s

left? The sedevacantists.

In summary, then, I unreservedly hold (1) that sedeva-

cantism is today the only logical position which Roman

Catholics may espouse; (2) that they are not Roman

Catholics — be they bishops, priests, religious or laymen

— who are in any mannera part of or aligned with the

Conciliar Church and who acknowledge John Paul II as a

true Pope; and — it follows — (3) that no convinced

sedevacantist is justified in attending the Mass of a priest

whois affiliated in any manner with the Conciliar Church.

After more than two decades during which the affliction of

the Conciliar Church has been among us,it is high time

that the clear-cut distinction is made between those who

are Roman Catholics (the sedevacantists) and those who

are not, between those who are membersof the one, true

Church (the sedevacantists) and those whoare not. Let the

line be unmistakably drawn at long last! Let the

compromising and fence-straddling cease! Either a person

is a Roman Catholic or he is not. If he is a Roman

Catholic, he justhas to be a sedevacantist today. tT

 

“The unholy trinity”’:

George Bush

Mikhail Gorbache
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fr. Oswald Baker (England)

(4 il true Catholics know that immorality throughoutthe
f"Aworld has quickened since the Second Vatican

Council. Vatican [I perverted traditional, authentic

Catholicism. The Council was infiltrated and

commandeered, from its opening, by evil forces bent on

the destruction of Catholicism and, therefore, on the

destruction of the cause of God in the world. The Council

directed the minds of men to earth rather than to Heaven.

Not, of course, flagrantly and explicitly, but with truly

satanic subtlety. Vatican II subverted rational, traditional

Catholic teaching on liberty and substituted a theory which

Pope Gregory XVI (1831-1846) condemned as “lunacy.”

The inevitable effect was to impart momentum to man’s

natural tendency to ungodliness and earthliness. When a

people allow any pursuit whatever to supersede thatofits

moral improvement,it will lose its moral worth and, if what

it pursues is material prosperity, it will lose that too. When

the laws of God our Makerare violated, when grievous sin

is grossly induiged on a nationwide scale, a country will

continueto rot.

 

No single influence can do more to lowerthe moral toneof
society than the disregard of sin. Sin is no mere mental
disorder, no mere error in the understanding, needing ~

only enlightenmentin order to be cured. Sin is a disorder

in the will, in the undisciplined heart, and can be cured

only by a right ordering of our affections. To sin means,

essentially, to turn our affections from God and direct

them instead to the pleasuresoflife. Sin, alienation from

God, means focussing attention onself and this earthly life

instead of on God and Heaven.

We become so accustomed to the prevalence of sin that we

fail to recognize its gravity. Consider how abominations

like divorce, birth prevention, abortion, unmentionable

vice, greed and envy in industrial relations come to be

generally and openly taken for granted as a normal,

natural part of life. Such horrors are violations of the Law

of God and so inevitably wreak social havoc. This is the

basic reason for the alarming increase in mental disorders.

Both in individuals and in society sin will work like a

cancer, undermining and destroying internally, only

eventually showingits visible effects. Whether it conquers

an individual or a society, the more contact we have

personaily with sin, the less conscious weare ofit. It enters

    

the mind, outlook, habits, our very system and, the more
pervasive it becomes, the less we realize its presence. As a
cataract in the eye blinds the vision, so sin always darkens

the intellect and weakens the will, leaving a predilection

towards committing further sin. Each sin makes the next

easier to commit, conscience less reproachful, virtue less

attractive, the attitude towards morality more scornful.

Both for an individual and for society, to recognize the
reality of sin is the obvious first step to recovery. But to

recognize and pinpoint sin is not to cure it. If the dentist

discovers that the decay in the tooth is due to eating too

many sweets, it does not follow that the tooth promptly be-

comes healthy. To uncover the weaknessorerrors leading

to sin is no cure. Sin is not in the understandingaloneorin

the instincts. Sin is in the will. It is an act of the will that

implicates the whole personality. As sometimes a drunkard —

will become conscious of the gravity of his intemperance

only through the startling vision of how much he has

wrecked his own home and the wife who loved him, so too

sinners may cometo realize the horror of their wickedness

when they perceive what they have done to OurLord. The

crucifix has always been central to our holy religion. To

contemplate with understanding the spectacle of Our Lord

on the Cross is to be no mere spectator. To understand

Calvary is to pass from spectatorship to participation. To
understand Calvary is to know that we are involved, to
recognize a personal relationship between self and our

crucified Saviour, to realize that the crown of thorns would

have been little less piercing if we had beenless proud;if
we had not rompedso readily down the pathway ofsin, the
divine feetwould have beenless painfully pierced with nails;
if we had been less acquisitive and avaricious, the hands
would not have been so deeply dug with steel: if we had

been less carnal and sensual, our Redeemer would not have

been so brutally stripped of His garments.

Every sin, whether big or small, demands repentance as a
_ condition of forgiveness, which Our Lord always and

readily offers. There is always forgiveness available — but
we do not receive that forgiveness so long as we lack
sorrow and a purpose of amendment. Given true
contrition, we might still go to confession with an
overwhelming sense of shame, but we shall come away
with a glorious feeling oftrue liberation. +
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John Kenneth Weiskittel

Wor over a decade now, The Athanasian has served as a
&. voice for traditional Roman Catholic truth, crying outin
the post-Vatican II wilderness. We have provided a balance of
articles, some pertaining to the teachings of our Faith, the
saints and Churchhistory, others to the issues shaping the
worid today.

 

Two subjects have made repeated appearances in these
pages — Communism and Freemasonry. The reasonforthis
extended coverage is only too clear: over the past two
hundred years these conspiratorial forces have, separately
and together, precipitated a series of bloody revolutions
throughoutthe worid that targeted, as often as not, Catholic
nations for conquest. There can belittle doubt that more
Catholics have died for their Faith during this period than at
any time since the persecutions ofthe Roman emperors. The
enemies of the Mystical Body of Christ have displayed a
satanic fury in these modern attacks that would, if possible,
forever wipe away the Church from the face ofthe earth.

While recalling such horrors as have been visited upon
millions of our fellow Catholics, itis easy for us to lose sight of
the fact that, strange as it may seem at first, Satan does not
see these deaths as his main objective. In fact, they represent
hislast resort. When weread thelives of the martyrs, we see
again and again their captors imploring them to save
themselves by worship of the pagan deities. Today's soldiers
of Christ have similarly been given the same opportunity if
they would only submit to “reeducation”in the revolutionary
catechism. The point here is that the devil desires, above all
else, to steal souls from Christ and lead them to their eternal

in. Obviously, a martyris only perceived as at best a partial
victory: a voice defending the Kingship of Christ has been
silenced, but the glorious death only strengthens other
believers and even leads to the conversion of some of the
persecutors. Satan isn’t satisfied until he can wrest people
from the Church. He desires worship bestowed on himself,
yet, realizing that few are so debased as to venerate evil
personified, he is content to direct events anonymously from
the wings. Using a variety of ruses, he convinces someofhis
victims to worship false gods, others to worship no god and
still others to worship themselves. He finds equal pleasure in
fabricating false versions of Christianity and in sponsoring
anti-Christian movements. The underlying unity of such
diverse groups — whether militantly-minded or preaching
“tolerance” — is founded in the marked opposition they
display towards the Church and her dogmatic, moral and
social teachings.

Satan, therefore, wages war on different fronts. A perfect
example ofunbloody persecution of the Church tookplace in

Germany little more than a century ago. Chancellor Otto
von Bismarck embarkedupona series of laws aimed at re-
ducing the role of the Catholic Church in German society and
even at dictating to the Church the necessary conditions for
civil acceptance of ecclesiastical appointments.
“T am about to begin a campaign against the Catholic
Church,” he boasted in 1872, “which will be long and
perhaps terrible...I shail be accused of persecution and I
shall perhaps be obliged to have recourse to it.” (Cited,
Father Denis Fahey, C.S.Sp., The Mystical Body of Christ
and the Reorganization of Society, Regina, 1984, p. 409)
The term used in Germany to describe the Bismarck lawsis
kulturkampf, which maybetranslated as “cultural struggle.”

Cultural struggle may be used in a broadersenseto indicate
the form of spiritual combat that has been waged quite
successfully against the Church for nearly two and a half
centuries throughout the Western world. Elements that are
prominent in this conflict include: rafionalism (reason
claimed to be above and againstfaith), naturalism (physical
impulses held to be the sole determiners of human conduct),
liberalism (liberty raised to be an absolute), secudarism
(religion denied any say in a nation’s laws) and Aurnanisn
(man exalted over God). These errors pervade the social
scene in the United States today, having made constant
growth since the nation’s inception.

The Battlefield On Main Street

WhenCatholicism finally triumphed over pagan Romein the
fourth century,it broughtwith it a divinely enlightened rule in
which secular governments heeded, for the most part, the
guidance of the papacy regarding the proper way to conduct
their reigns, using their armies, when the need arose, to keep
the few errant regimesin line. Throughout Western Europe
the heart ofsociety was rightly held to be the Church,andall
walks oflife found their direction in her teachings. Those who
openly challenged those teachings were prosecuted, not only
as enemies of the Church but of the peace and order of
society itself.

This godly system continued and Europe prospered for
twelve hundred years. The dismantling of Christendom
began in earnest with the Protestant “Reformation,” a
spiritual revolt that counted Martin Luther and John Calvin
as its commanders-in-chief. Their fundamental heresy, the
freedom to interpret Scripture privately as one pleased,
spawned errors in other areas as well: Luther (two centuries
before Voltaire and Rousseau) argued that a Christian ruler
was notobliged to govern in accordancewith his religion, and
Calvin, guided by his false teaching of predestination, taught
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that the Christian’s assurance of salvation allows him to con-
duct his life as he pleases (this echoes Luther’s “sin boldly”
doctrine). Likewise, that heresy led to the premise that socie-
ty is a wide openaffair where one man’s opinionis as valid as
that of the next. In Conde Pallen’s adaptation of Father Felix
Sarda y Salvany’s book, WhatisLiberalism?, we read:

Protestantism naturally begets toleration of error. Re-
jecting the principle of authority in religion, it has
neither criterion nor definition of faith. On the princi-
pie that every individual or sect may interpret the
depositofrevelation accordingto the dictates ofprivate
judgment, it gives birth to endless differences and
contradictions... Therefore does it finally arrive, by
force of its own premises, at the conclusion that one
creed is as good as another; it then seeks to shelter its
inconsistency underthe piea ofliberty of conscience.
Belief is not imposed by a legitimately and divinely
constituted authority, but springs directly from the
unrestricted exercise of the individual’s reason or
caprice upon the subject matter of revelation. The
individual or sect interprets as it pleases, rejecting or
accepting what it chooses... Accepting this principle,
Infidelity on the same piea rejects all revelation, and
Protestantism, which handed over the premise, is
powerless to protest against the conclusion; for it is
clear that one who, under the plea of rational liberty,
has the right to repudiate any part of revelation that
may dispiease him, cannot logically quarrel with one
who on the same ground repudiates the whole... (TAN
ed., 1979, pp. 16-17)

This false notion of liberty, whether subdued as in
Protestantism or blatant as in secular humanism, “severs
the bond which binds men to God, and seeks to build human
society on foundations of man’s absoiute independence.”

(p. 18)

For the Catholic there ought always to be a repugnance that
comes with living in such a disordered society, lest he
gradually drift into its mode ofthinking. And éhatis a very real
danger. Pallen writes:

It is natural that Protestantism and Infidelity should
find public expression... They have their organs and
literature where we find their current views publicly
uttered. Their views upon religion, morality, politics,
the constitution of society are perpetually marshaled
before us. In the pulpit and the press theyare reiterated
day after day. In magazine and newspaper they con-
stantly speak from every line. Ourliterature is permeat-
ed and saturated with non-Catholic dogmatism. Onall
sides do wefind this opposing spirit. We cannot escape
from it. It enfolds and embracesus. Its breath is perpe-
tually in our faces. It enters in by eye and ear. It en-

swathesus in offensive garments from birth to death.It
now soothes and flatters, now hates and curses, now
threatens and now praises. But it is most dangerous
when it comes to us underthe form of“liberality.” It is
especially powerful for seductionin this guise... forit is
as Liberalism that Protestantism and Infidelity make
their most devastating inroads upon the domain of the
Faith. (pp. 15-16)

Now,nearly a century later, we are able to survey the way
this evil has succeeded in undermining the religious
foundations of so many Catholics and we mourn the losses.
This process, akin to bacteriological warfare, is far advanced
in our own day as the enemy becomes more sophisticated in
disseminating its worldly virus. It is no exaggeration to say
that this culturai — and spiritual — menace has reached
epidemic proportions and,since souls are at risk, can be seen
to be more deadly than AIDS.

Armaments Of The Enemies

All sin may be said to come,either directly or indirectly, from
Satan and, even during the most Christ-centered of ages, its
effect was not entirely absent from society. The essential dif-
ference between earlier times and todayis that in the past sin
was condemned as such while now thereis an organizedeffort
not only to excuse it but, in some cases, to defend or even
advocate it. (New Age TV mogul Ted Turnerhas actually sug-
gested that the Ten Commandments are outdated and has
proposedasetofreplacements! )

Transgressions againstthe Christian social order have had in-
creasingly vocal support for the past 250 years. It was in an-
swer to the profusionof such wicked philosophies that Pope
Pius IX in 1864 issued his Syllabus of Errors. Amongthe
erroneous propositions castigated by His Holiness were those
upholding: liberty of worship (Proposition 15, 77 & 78),
absolute supremacyofthe State (38), secularization ofeduca-
tion (40, 45 & 48), absolute separation of Church and State
(15), the absolute rightto legislate without regard to God; the
right to insurrection (63), civil marriage (73 & others), the
liberty (license) of the press (79), universal suffrage as the
source ofauthority (60) and even the term liberalism (88).

There is not one of these anti-Christian views that is missing
from thepolitical and cultural life ofpresent-day America(or,
in varying degrees, ‘rom any nation on earth). The effects
caused by such a system (Liberalism)are truly devastating on
the morality ofthe citizens it touches. Again, to quote Pallen:

In secularized marriage and divorce lawsit cleaves the
very roots ofdomestic society; in secularized education,
the cardinal principle of our public school system, it
propagatesitself in the hearts of our future citizen and
future parent; in compulsory schoollawsit forces in the
entering wedge of socialism; in the speech and
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intercourse of social life it is constantly assertingitself

with growingreiteration; in secret societies, organized

in a spirit destructive of religion and often for the

expressed purpose of exterminating Catholicity, it

menaces our institutions and places the country in the

hands of the conspirators, whose methods and designs,

beyondthe reach ofthe public eye, constitute a tyranny

of darkness... (pp. 20-21)

Specific mention ofthe secret societies hereis significant. As

perceptive readers will readily discern, the war outlined in

these pagesfits the objectives of international Freemasonry

like a hand in a glove. “Wherever found,” Pallen writes,

“whatever its uniform, Liberalism in its practical action is

ever a systematic warfare upon the Church. Whether it

intrigue, whetherit legislate, whetherit orate or assassinate;

whetherit call itself Liberty or Governmentor the State or

Humanity or Reason...its fundamental characteristic is an

uncompromising opposition to the Church.”(pp. 21-22)

In orderto see how intimately Masonry is involved,let's look

at a crucial area — education (space limitation prevents

considering others). In WhatisLiberalism?, we read:

Secularism, with the instinct of a foe, has here most

positively and triumphantly asserted its claim and,

underthe disquise of strict impartiality and even patri-

otism, has banishedreligion from the school room.(p.

This, you'll recall, was written in 1899; undoubtedly the

public school system is much worse now than at that time, yet

it ig undeniable that the point at which it now rests was

reached by a road taken long ago. Father Hermann Gruber,

S.J., writing in the 1919 Catholic Encyclopedia, points out

that the social aims ofthe Masons are threefold:

(1) The destruction of all social influence by the

Church and religion generally, either by open

persecuion or by so-called separation of Church

and State.

(2) To laicize or secularize all public and privatelife

and, aboveall, popular education.

(3) To systematically develop freedom of thought and

conscience in school children andprotect them,so

far as possible, against all disturbing influences of

the Church, and even their own parents — by

compulsion if necessary. (Cited, Paul A. Fisher,

Behind TheLodgeDoor,Shield, 1989, p. 40)

It will come as no surprise, then, to learn that two of the nine-

teenth century’s leading advocatesofsecular schooling (both

still revered by public educators), Horace Mann and New

York Governor DeWitt Clinton, were also leading Masons.

The Lodge was behind the 1922 Oregon law, later struck

down as unconstitutional, that outlawed Catholic schools,

and it was pushing a federal Department of Education a

decade later. Ubid., pp. 55-56. Of more than passinginterest

is thefact that at the same time the Communists in the U.S.

were also promoting a cabinet-level education post.) in 1936,

members of the Grand Lodge of California were told by their

Grand Masterin his annual message:

the education of our youth...can best be done,

indeed can only be done, by a system of free public

education.It is for this reason that the Grand Lodge of

California, everstriving as it does to replace darkness

with light, is so vitally interested in the public schools

of our state...By destroying prejudice and placing

reason in its place it prepares the foundation of a

liberty-loving people for free government. (Cited,

ibid., p. 176)

The 33° Mason who made these remarks had more than a

little say in his state’s schools for, you see, he happened to be

its governor. And twenty-six yearslater, this same man —

Earl Warren — would preside as Chief Justice of the U.S.

Supreme Court (five other membersofthat court were also

Masons) that outlawed Bible reading and prayer in the

government's public schools. (Jbid., pp. 56, 266) Although

the prayers were nonsectarian and the Bible was Protestant,

these decisions can be seen as the final stage in the drive to

cultivate an entire nation of Naturalists, whose highest

allegiance would beto the Masonically-controiled State.

‘Thereis, of course, another weaponthat God’s enemies will

use against us as we assail their fortress — and that is the

weapon of intimidation. If you speak out against abortion,

divorce, homosexuality or any of a numberof other legally

protected sins, expect to receive a torrent of ridicule.

Backward, you will be called, or narrowminded; out of touch

or intolerant. But true charity consists of love of God and of

our neighbor for the sake of God. Weare, then, morally

obligated to speak out against those practices that go against

divine law and to admonish evildoers to right their steps.

“Modern Liberalism reverses this order,” Pallen writes. “It

imposes a false notion of charity; our neighborfirst and,if at

all, God afterwards. Byits trite and reiterated accusations of

intolerance, it has succeeded in disconcerting even some

staunch Catholics.” (p. 106) He goes on to demonstrate

how, with the cunning ofits father Lucifer, it can appear

other than it is, even claiming the moral high ground.

“Liberal charity is condescending, affectionate, even tender

in appearance, but at bottom it is an essential contempt for

the true good of man, of the supreme interests of truth and

Cod. It is human self-love usurping the throne of the Most

High and demanding that worship which belongs to God

alone.” (p. 107) And isn’t Masonry always waving the banner
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of supposed tolerance? On this point Father Denis Fahey
makesthe following observations:

The opposition between the Catholic Church and
Freemasonry will be clearer when one realizes the
meaning of Masonic “tolerance.” The formation in
“tolerance” given in the iodges aims not merely at that
negative mentai state which puts religious truth and
error on the same level, treating them both with
indifference; it aims at the production of a positive
Natred ofwhatit cails the “intolerance”ofthe Catholic
Church, namely, the Catholic Church’s insistence on
the oneness of the Divine Plan for order... The
formation of Masonic tolerance... is really a formation
of hatred of the firmness and strength of the Catholic
Churchin standing for the Supernatural life and order
in the world. This is the ultimate reason why Anglo-
Saxon Masonry, ostensibly so conservative, has
constantly favored movements towards the Left,
opposedto the true order of the World. The Masonic
Society as a whole forms a solid phalanx in the
naturalistic camp of Satan, in spite of some superficial
manifestations of lack of cohesion. (Op. cit, pp. —
212-213)

Nointolerance, it would seem,is allowed in the modern world
unless, of course, it be intolerance towards Christ and His
Church.

Finé® you maysay, I can see how this applied before Vatican
II when the Church was a large, powerful and visible force
against the armies of ungodliness but, since then, the bogus
Conciliar Church has made a truce with the enemies of
Christ. The question, then, becomes: If the true Roman
Catholic Church is today a mere remnant, whose numbers
are so smail that they have scarcely a visible presence in any
country (let alone a significant say in the shapingof laws), in
what way is she being attacked? The successful internal as-
sault on the Church would seem to render further attacks
meaningless, but the conspirators are not content so long as
any Catholic values are left to survive. Hence the secular
press, which expressed such grave concern over the deaths
of allegedly pro- Communist Jesuits in El Salvador, has had a
field day bashing Conciliars who fail to toe the Modernist
line: a Cincinnati priest compelled to retire because he en-
forced a dress code in his church; the allegations against
Father Bruce Ritter, founder of Covenant House; and
Bishop Austin Vaughan warning New York Governor Mario
Cuomothat his pro-abortion stand places his soul in risk of
hell (doesn’t the good bishop know that his Church teaches
universal saivation?). We can also see the way Catholic
teachings are satirized in films, music, books and “art”
works. And, should soundtraditional Catholicism ever begin
to assert itself again (please God), then, we mayrest assured,
it shall feel the heat.

The war against the Church has triumphed in good measure
so far because of the traitors within ner. Asfar back as 1871,
Pope Pius IX, in an address to a French delegation, declared:
“Atheism in legislation, indifference in matters of religion
and the pernicious maxims which go under the nameof Lib-
eral-Catholicism are the true causes of the destruction of
States; they have been the ruin ofFrance. Believe me:the evil
is more terrible than the Revolution, moreterrible than even
the Commune. | have always condemned Liberal-Cathoii-
cism and [ will condemnitagain forty times overifit be neces-
sary.” Two years later he noted that adherents to this error
“pretend to form an alliance between light and darkness”
and “are more dangerous and more baneful than declared
enemies, not only because... they second the projects of
wicked men but also because... they show themselves with
some appearances of probity and sound doctrine. They thus
deceive the indiscreet friends of conciliation and seduce hon-
est people who would otherwise have strenuously combatted
a declared error.”

Liberalism is a double sin, a heresy in the doctrinal order and
a violation of God’s Commandments in the practical order;
for those who are raised Catholic the offense is all the more
grave as it is committed directly in the light of faith, commit-
ted with their eyes open. The advocate of this error avoids
logical discussion of principles as this would spell doom for
the cause. Instead, he “prefers,” Pallen asserts, “tactics of
recrimination and, under the sting of a just flagellation,
whiningly accuses Catholics of lack of charity in their
polemics. This is also the grounds which certain Catholics,
tainted with Liberalism, are in the habit of taking.” (p. 108)
Naturaily, we find the same sort of accusations coming from
Conciliar sources. To cite but one example, Notre Dame’s
Father Richard McBrien,in a column appearing in the March
18, 1983 issue of Florida Catholic, addressed the topic of -
“The Catholic Polemicist.” Polemics, a form of theological
argumentation that leads non-Catholics to the faith by
refuting their errors, has an honored history in the Church
dating back to Our Lord and the apostles. Father McBrien,
however, sees its use by “the right-wing Catholic press” as
evidence that they are not among the “ecumenically
sophisticated” and he bemoansthe fact that it “has not yet
gonetheway ofthe bubonic plague, polio or diphtheria.” _

Catholic Survival And Counterattack

Pope Saint Pius X,in a letter to Vienna’s cardinal archbishop
in 1905, urged him, in responseto the cultural combat being
waged there, to: “Examine frankly your needsand face your
enemies boidiy.” This advice is no less important for us today,
living as we do in an environmentthat largely, to quote Pallen
again, “is the world of Lucifer, disguised in our time under
the name of Liberalism, in radical opposition to and in
perpetual warfare against the Children ofGod, the Church of
Jesus Christ.” (p. 22)
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Setore considering how to counterattack, we should first be
certain of our defenses. Spiritual survival is what is being
addressed here and this involves (besides the obvious need
for ceaseless prayer and the reception of the Sacraments as
often as we are able) seeing that we are not contaminated by
the poison circulating around us. Weare living in a country
where the dangers of contamination abound at every turn.
Hosiility or pressure to “give in” to the prevailing ideology
can be found at work, the market, school, from friends,
neighbors and even family. Above ail, we must exercise great
prudencein ourdailylives. Ina spiritually infected country we
are obligedto isolate ourselves from the virus ofLiberalism or
at leastto strive to takeall sanitary precautions againstit.

A successful counterattack against Liberalism will certainly
require greater numbers and we can find them in those who
are ourallies in such struggles as the fight against abortion or
the One World Government — even though many of those
potential allies are not Roman Catholics and have faulty
reasons for some of the positions they take. A Protestant
certainly doesn’t have a real grasp, say, of what the Kingship
of Christ entails in the social sphere. And we find
conservatives who proudly call themselves“classical liberals”
or Libertarians who hold human freedom to be an end unto
itseif, regardless of the moral values involved. Such people
are, in one way or another, tainted with the very plague they
are battling. Freedom is absolutely worthless unless it is used
in the performance of God’s holy will and it becomes a snare
when worshippedas an idoi. In short, these people need to be
educated as to the authentic social teaching of Christ. Papal
encyclicals provide much valuable material, as do books by
such authors as Father Fahey. And traditional Catholic
periodicals such as The Athanasian can also serve a role in
the learning process. |

Let us take to heart the following words, taken from Pope
Pius XIV’s 1957 encyclical at the time he raised the African
martyr Andrew Bobolato sainthood:

The more boldly the haters of God and the enemies of
Christian teaching attack Jesus Christ and the Church
He founded, the more readily must notonly priests but
all who call themselves Catholic, by spoken word and
popular writing and good example, resist them:
respectful ever of individuals but defending the truth.
Andif to do this they must overcome manyobstacles,
and even sacrifice time and money, they must never
refuse, mindful of the maxim: Christian virtue must do
and suffer much, but God Himself will reward it most
generously, with everlasting beatitude. There is,
indeed, always a bit of martyrdom in suchvirtue if we
truly wish to strive day by day for a greaterperfection of
Christian life. Not only by shedding blood is the witness
of our Faith given to God but also by the courageous
and constantresistanceto the lure ofevil... +
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